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1. INTRODUCTION 
Already in the early papers on dynamic programming [2] much attention 
was paid to the existence of solutions of the equation 
The basic research method was to use the contraction mapping principle for a 
sequence of functions 
with Bellman’s lemma [2] or considerations of an ergodic theorem for the 
Markov chain. This approarch was mainly developed in Blackwell’s article [5]. 
Later, in the works of Bellman [3, 41 and Howard [lo] attention was 
attracted to when Eq. (1) had no solution and the function fn in (2) tend to 
infinity with 71. This case is significant for a study of asymptotic properties of 
optimal policies, which are very close to so-called turnpike theorems for 
economic growth models [17]. Corresponding statements are formulated in 
terms of an optimal stationary policy which can be found as a solution of a 
special problem of linear programming [12]. 
In this paper we shall use the possibilities which are opened by the techni- 
que of stationary regimes in combination with standard methods of dynamic 
programming in the analysis of the solvability of Eq. (1). For simplicity we 
shall restrict ourselves by the process with a finite set of states. Some generai- 
izations for an arbitrary compact set of states will be informally discussed 
in Section 7. 
We shall consider a Markovian decision process both with and without 
discounting. The definitions needed will be introduced in the next section. 
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NOTATION 
The following notation system will be more convenient for us: ~[i] in 
place of xi , x[K] in place of {x[i]}iEK, a[K] * x[K] in place of xIEK a[;] * ~[i]. 
A notation 1:m will be used for the set (1, 2,..., m}. 
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Let us consider Bellman’s functional equation corresponding to a Marko- 
vian decision process. A Markovian decision process is a stochastic process of 
dynamic programming with a finite set of states S in which to each state 
s E S there corresponds some nonempty finite set of decisions (actions) Q[s]. 
The sets Q[s] for different s will be assumed disjoint, their union for s E A 
will be denoted by Q(A). Each q E Q(S) determines a number c[q] and a 
nonnegative vector of probabilities p[q, s] = (p[q, s]},,s , the sum of which is 
no more than 1. When the process is in a state s the decision-maker chooses 
one of decisions q E Q[s]. This choice gives him a return c[q] and transfers the 
process in a new state t with the probability p[q, t]. With the probability 
1 - Ctesp[q, t] the process is terminating. The choice of the new state is 
made by a random mechanism in accordance with given probabilities and 
independently on the prehistory of the process. 
For convenience we shall assume the set S to include one more state-an 
absorbing state s* with the transfering probability under decision q, 
P[!7, s*1 = 1 - c Pkz! a 
t+s* 
(3) 
and with decisions q E Q[s*] 
Pk, s*1 = 1, c[q] = 0. 
Such a state permits us to take account the difficulties of the random termina- 
tion of the process. 
If we denote by f[s, n] the maximum of expected return from n-stage 
process with initial state s, the functionsf[s, n] will satisfy the usual Bellman 
recurrent relation [2] 
fh 4 = q~g$4!71 + Pk7, Sl *f[% n - 11). (4) 
We shall study the solvability of an equation which is a formal limit version 
of (4) 
ml = qg$&l + Pk Sl *f[W (5) 
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For the absorbing state s* this equation takes the form 
m*1 = ckd +a*], 
and is solvable thanks to the condition c[q] = 0 for q E Q[s*]. The state s* 
may be considered as a separate trivial decision process. 
Now let us define a subprocess as a nonempty set of states S’ C S such that 
for every q E Q(S’) 
p[q, fl = 1. (6) 
A subprocess containing no other subprocesses will be named minimal. 
Roughly speaking, our condition of solvability of (5) will be its solvability 
for each subprocess and the vanishing of some average return for each 
minimal subprocess. 
3. OPTIMAL STATIONARY POLICIES 
Let us consider a subprocess s’ (possibly coinciding with S) and define 
for it the problem of linear programming. 
Find a vector r[Q(S’)] maximizing 
c[Q(s’)l *Y[QGVI = qE;s,j &I * rM (7) 
under the conditions 
r[Q,(Vl 3 O[Q(Vl, 
qE~s,,YM = 1, 
,E;Esl A31 - r[QWl * P[Q(S’), ~1 = 0, s E S’. 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
The dual problem is to find a number z and a vector v[S’] which minimize 
z under the conditions 
v[s] + z 3 c[ql + P[4, s’l* v[S’l* qEQ[s], SES’. (11) 
Both problems have feasible and hence optimal solutions and a maximum 
in the primal problem is equal to a minimum in the dual one (let us denote 
their common value by y(S)). 
A basic solution of the primal problem is characterized in the following 
manner [22]. 
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THEOREM 1. For a oector y[Q(S’)] which satisfies (8)-(10) to be a basic 
solution it is necessary and suficient that for each s from 
T’= ;sES’I 1 y[q] >O[ 
0[31 
there exists only one q[s] E Q[s] such that y[q[s]] > 0 and the stochastic matrix 
p[T’, T’] where 
Pb tl = PkC4 tl 
has T’ as the onZy ergodic class. The vector of stationary probabilities r[T’] for 
this matrix is connected with y by the relation 
44 = 3’kbll~ s E T’. (12) 
It follows from the duality theorem for linear programming problems that 
s E T’ implies 
e1 + x = q~$$ckl + Pk, Sl * fJ[SI) (13) 
for each optimal vector y. Thus dual problem variables are immediately 
connected with variables in Eq. (5). M oreover, for optimal basic solutions 
+I + z = WI1 + PMsI, T’l* +“‘I. (14) 
It is known [IO] that the system has a solution unique up to an arbitrary 
constant. 
4. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
The proof of this theorem follows to the ideas of proofs for turnpike 
theorems [20]. 
THEOREM 2. For system (5) to have a solution, it is necessary and suficient 
that y(S) = 0 for each subprocess S’. 
Proof. Necessity. Let the system have a solution and the maximum be 
reached on a policy q[S]. Consider some subprocess S’ C S. Then the matrix 
p[S’, S’] constructed of the vectors p[q[s], S’] will be a stochastic matrix by 
the definition of a subprocess. Let r[S’] be a stationary probability vector 
of the matrix, i.e. 
n[S’] * p[S’, S’] = Tr[S]. 
Multiplying the s-th equation in (5) by ~[s] and summing on S’ we obtain 
4S’l *f[S’l = & 44 * Mtll + ,z 4tl * Prdtl, s’l * f [S’l 
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or 
n-[t] * c[q[t]] = 0. 
The vector r[Q(S’)] nonvanishing only for s E S’ where y[q[s]] = z-[s] is 
obviously a feasible solution of (3)-(10) and hence y(S’) > 0. 
Consider now an optimal basic solution corresponding to the subprocess 
S’. Let q[ T’] be the set of decisions used in the stationary regime with positive 
probabilities. For this set we have the inequalities 
and hence 
fbl 3 h+ll + PM4 T’l *fP’l 
p1 *Y[&ll 2 r(s’> + sp[sl *YMdl 
which gives y(S’) < 0 and the necessity is proved. 
Sr@ciency. First of all we shall note that the system 
abl 3 &I + IQ, Sl * da ~EQN, SES 
has a solution. Indeed, if not, then there exists a nonnegative vector z[q(S)] 
such that 
and 
4d - 4QNl* P[Q(S), ~1 = 0, s E s, 
4QC91 *4QNl > 0, 
which contradicts the assumption. The sequence of functions f [S, i] in which 
f LX 01 = g[Sl, 
f [s, iI = *~g$4Il + Pk, Sl *f [S, i - m 2.2 1, (15) 
is obviously nonincreasing (usual reasonings from [2]). We shall show that 
this sequence is convergent and its limit is a solution of (5). It is sufficient to 
prove that it has a lower bound. Let us take an optimal basic solution of 
problem (7)-(10). This solution is defined by a set of active states T' and a 
policy p[T']. For the following, set T = T'. 
If the set S\T contains a subprocess s’ we shall repeat for it a solution of 
problem (7)-(lo), and join the new set T' to the previous T obtaining a new T 
with a corresponding expansion of Q. This operation will be repeated while 
S\T contains subprocesses. 
Consider now the resulting set T and choose an arbitrary q[s] for s E S\T. 
It is easy to see that the stochastic matrix p constructed of vectors p[q[s], S] 
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corresponds to a Markov chain in which T is the union of ergodic classes. The 
system 
44 = CM41 + Pm7 Sl * NSI, s E s, (16) 
is solvable. (It is solvable up to an arbitrary constant on each ergodic class 
because each of them has its own autonomic part of (16). For transient 
states the solution after that is calculated uniquely [IO]). 
Now choose h[S] such that f[S, 0] 3 h[S]. Obviously f[S, i] 3 h[S] 
implies 
f[S, i + 11 3 4bll + PM4 Sl *f[X il 
3 c[q[sll + p[q[sl, S] * h[S] = @I. 
This completes the proof of boundness of sequence (15) and elementary 
tending to a limit in (15) completes the proof of the theorem. 
Another method of proof is to use the asymptotic expansion by Black- 
well [5]. However, we believe our approach to be simpler and it opens a view 
of the structure of solutions set. 
Some simple cases may be noted when the theorem conditions are verified. 
1. Deterministic model with discounting [2, 51. In this case we have an 
equation 
fbl = qgg$“M + 01 *f[+dl) (17) 
where r[q] E S and 0 < b[q] ::c 6’ < 1 for q E Q(S). Adding an absorbing 
state s* we can consider b[q] and 1 - b[q] as probabilities of transition in 
r[q] and s* correspondingly. Here, s * is obviously the only possible ergodic 
class. Defining for it one decision q* with c[q*] = 0 and r[q*] = s* we obtain 
a Markovian decision process. Whenf[s*] = 0 Eq. (5) coincides with (17). 
2. Terminating a Aarkovian decision process. Shapley [23] considered 
such processes for the more complicated case of gaming. Here an absorbing 
state is quite natural. 
3. A process with directed transitions. This is a case when there is a 
strict partial ordering on S and a transition is possible only in states which are 
less in the sense of the ordering (e.g., if each transition consumes some resour- 
ces, a special case of this situation is a restriction on the number of stages). 
Also, here the process is obviously terminating in the absorbing state. 
5. THE STRUCTURE OF THE SET OF SOLUTIONS 
It is quite clear that Eq. (5) in the case of its solvability has more than one 
solution. There is a parameter which can be changed arbitrarily in any case, 
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namely, an arbitrary constant (the value off [s*]). However, in a general case 
the freedom in choosing a solution may be greater. In this section we shall 
consider by what parameters the solution is defined. The reasoning is similar 
to that of [20] with some necessary complications. 
Let y[Q(S)] be an optimal basic solution of the linear programming prob- 
lem. It is defined by some set T C S and by a decision function q[T] deter- 
minated on T (a partial decision function). For each solutionf[!] of Eq. (5) we 
have 
and 
p1 * rMsl1 3 & m[dl * YMSII + Ykbll * PMd, 4 *f[Sl) 
This inequality and the positivity of variables y[q[s]] imply that for all s E T 
an inequality in (18) holds as an equality. Hence the vector f[T] is defined 
up to an arbitrary constant-its valuef[S] in one of the states s E T. 
If the sets T, and T2 corresponding to different optimal basic solutions 
have a nonempty intersection, the values f[s] on T, u T, become linked in 
the same degree. Thus we come by necessity to the following construction. 
Select in S the subset E of all states which are entering in optimal stationary 
regimes and for each s E E select the set Q[s] of decisions entering in optimal 
stationary regimes. Let T = S\E. 
Consider a directed graph (E, U) with the set of nodes E and a set of arcs 
U which consists of the pairs (s, t) such that there exists a decision Q E Q[s] 
with p[q, t] > 0. 
We shall show that the number of parameters determining the solution 
of Eq. (5) coincides with the number of components of connectivity of 
the graph m. 
For convenience, fix one node si in each component of connectivity Ei . 
Thementioned parameters will be values g[;] = f[sJ, i E 1 :m. The main fact 
to be proved is that a set of vectors g[l :m] generating solutions of Eq. (5) 
is a convex polyhedral set of a dimension m. 
First consider the special case when each component of connectivity 
consists of one state and E coincides with S. For each si E S in this case every 
decision from Q[si] leaves the process in sd with probability 1 giving the 
return 0 and thus we can consider &“[sJ to consists of one decision qo[i]. 
For other decisions from Q[sJ it must be that 
(19) 
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Consider the corresponding system of strict inequalities: 
Ai1 - jE$m Pk 4 * gbl > 4q1, 4 E Qhl\4”Pl~ iE 1:m. (20) 
By Carver’s theorem [I 11, for its solvability it is necessary and sufficient that 
the inequality 
where 
68’1 * 4Q’l < 0 
Q’ = ~(QW[sl) 
holds for each set of nonnegative numbers Z[q] nonvanishing simultaneously 
(so we can assume x o’ 1 [q] = 1) and satisfying, the condition 
qEo~~\p~il &d - 49’1 *HP’, 4 = 0, i E 1 :m 
But this statement follows from the fact that each such set is a feasible solu- 
tion of problem (7)-(10) and it cannot be an optimal solution by virtue of 
the assumptions made. A solution of system (20) remains a solution after 
every sufficiently small perturbations of g[l :m], hence the set of solutions of 
system (20) (and by the same way, of system (19)) has a dimension m. The 
polyhedrality of the set is obvious. 
The general case is being reduced to the considered special one. For each 
component of connectivity Eif[Ei] is represented in the form 
m = 44 + m. (21) 
Consider the set Q[i] of partial decision functions on S, = Ei u T. To 
each partial decision function q from the set we have a Markov chain with 
returns. Consider trajectories of the chain starting with a state si . The deci- 
sion functions which don’t remove the process from Ei form a set QiO. It 
is easy to see that each of them gives a zero average return per stage. For 
decision functions which do remove from E we consider only those which 
don’t generate new ergodic classes. Each trajectory generated by such a 
decision function will be finished in one of ergodic classes Ej , j # i. Let us 
denote by G(q) an expectation of returns on this trajectory, by p[q, s] the 
probability to finish in a state s and set 
Ph.4 = ~Pkb 4 Gl = G(q) + Hs> E\E,I * w[E\Ejl. (22) 2 
For Q, 3, E so defined we can consider the system of inequalities similar 
to (19): 
g[i] >, E[q] +p[q, l:m] *g[l:m]. (23) 
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THEOREM 3. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
solutions of system (23) and the set of solutions of system (5), and the mutually 
corresponding g and f satisfy the relation 
Sl = f hl, iE 1:m. (24) 
The set of solutions of (23) is a convex polyhedral set of a dimension m. 
Proof. To use proved statements concerning systems (19) and (20) it is 
enough to show that no decision function q consisting of the set {qi[Si]} can 
give us a nonnegative average return. It is demonstrated by usual technique 
of averaging of decision functions with futher transferring to a nonrandom 
decision function (cf. [6]-[8]) and this part of the proof will be omitted. 
To each solution of (5) formula (24) generates a vector g[l:m]. Consider 
a partial decision function q[SJ, i E 1 :m. For each decision Q belonging to q 
we have from (5) 
f [sl 2 +?I + Ph Sl * f PI where q E QN (25) 
Let r[s] be the expected number of hits in s using q. Multiplying (25) on 
r[s] and summing on s E Si (each such s has its unique decision) we obtain 
f [%I 2 r 4dsll * +I + & +I *f IsI 
I 
= $ 4dsll * +I + rP\-%l * w[E\&l + P[q, I:ml *g[l:m] 
1 
which obviously coincides with (23). 
On the other hand, if we choose a solution g[l :m] of system (23) and define 
f[EJ for all j E 1 :m by formulas (24) and (21) we can define f [T] as a limit 
of a sequence 
f [s, n + 11 = q~g$4t71 + Ph 4 * f [Sj 4) 
f [E, n + 11 = f [El. 
for s E T, 
For the choice of an initial function f [T, 0] and to prove of boundness we 
can as usual use the solutions of (5) which are correspondingly minorant and 
majorant off [q. Obviously, we always can find such solutions by appropriate 
choice of an arbitrary constant. The limit of the sequence will satisfy Eq. (5) 
for s E T. Note that according to (22) we can write 
fbl = m~@d +P[q, 1:ml *g[l:m]), (26) 
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where the maximum is taken on all partial decision functions defined on T 
and not generating new ergodic classes. The partial decision function which 
gives the maximum is the same for all s E T but of course c and p depend 
essentially on initial state s. 
It remains to prove that for s E Ei , q E Q[s]\p[s] 
f[sl >, a1 + PbL Sl *“OS]. 
Let the inequality 
WI < 4’1 + Pki, 4 *.I[4 (27) 
hold for some i’ E 1 :m, s’ E Ei, and Q’ E Q[s’]. Fix on Ei, a partial decision 
function from Q$ such that the process from any state transfers to s’ in a 
finite time with probability 1. Using 4’ in s’ and the partial decision function 
q on T we obtain a partial decision function 4” on Si, which, for all its compo- 
nents, satisfies 
fbl = MS11 + P[4[4 Sl * f[sl* (28) 
except s’ with the inequality (27). Standard reasoning gives us 
C[i’] < E[q] +jqq, l:m] *g[l:m], 
which contradicts (23). 
Two simple remarks may be made in conclusion. 
1. A solution f[s] as a function of parameters is a convex piecewise 
linear function. 
2. The dimension of a linear space belonging to the polyhedral set 
mentioned in Theorem 3 is the number of minimal subprocesses in S. 
6. BELLMAN'S EQUATION AND TURNPIKE THEOREMS 
The term has appeared in the study of economic growth models [17]. 
It means the following: an optimal trajectory of n-stage process does not have 
too many deviations from the turnpike, i.e., the best stationary way. In our 
case of a Markovian decision process it is a way generated by an optimal 
stationary decision function. 
If we choose a solution j[S] of (5) such that for an initial function in (4) 
the inequalityf[S, 0] >J [S] holds we obviously shall obtainf[S, n] >f [S] 
for each 12 3 1. Set 
01 = .m - 44 - Pk 4 * f [SIT q E Qi3 
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Let qn be an optimal n-stage policy giving the returnf [s, n]; Y [n, 41 the expect- 
ed number of uses of the decision 4; p[rz, t] the probability to finish the process 
in a state t under the policy q, (with the initial state s). Then 
J[sl Gf[s, 4 
= c +, 41 * 41 + P[% Sl *AS, 01 
= is ;PI& fl *f[c 01 + ;, a 41 * cf[tl - Pk Sl *f[Sl - 4d)[ 
=P[%Sl*(f[S?Ol -f[~l)+fbl -~+41*4~1~ P 
and 
c yrn, Ql * 421 G m,ax(f[t, 01 -f[tl) = C. (29) 
n 
Here the total expected deviation of decisions used from the optimal stationary 
regime is bounded by a constant not dependent on n. Choosing a > 0 such 
that d[q] > 0 implies d[q] > a we obtain from (28) the turnpike theorem in 
Radner’s form 
,z, yb, 41 G C/a. 
(see [18, 221). This takes place and is especially interesting when Eq. (5) 
has no solutions. In this case, to find an optimal stationary regime we must 
consider a rather complicated (but universal) problem of linear programming 
([14, 131, this result has been independently repeated and carefully proved 
in [16]): 
Find vectors z[S] and v[S] satisfying 
4sl 2 Pkh xi * 44, q E Q[sl 
@I + 44 3 &I + P[% Sl * VLSI 
and maximizing a[S] * z[S] where a[S] is an arbitrary probabilistic vector. 
The vector z[S] is the first term in Blackwell’s expansion [5]; its sense was 
discussed in [19]. For estimations for return functions in Markovian and 
semi-Markovian decision processes and corresponding turnpike theorems 
see [l&22]). 
7. AN ARBITRARY COMPACT SET OF STATES 
The results considered above may be transferred to the case of an infinite 
set of states under resonable assumptions on a model. Here we restrict 
ourselves by a sketch of such considerations for the sake of compactness. 
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Let S, U be metric compacts, v be a measure on S, G be a measurable 
lower semicontinuous multivalued mapping of S into U such that each set 
G(s) is nonempty. As above, S is a set of states of a process but now a set of 
decisions in a state s is a set of pairs (s, U) where u E G(s). Each decision (s, U) 
determines a return c(s, U) and a distribution of probabilities P(. 1 s, U) on S 
absolutely continuous on the measure v (we shall assume that an absorbing 
state s* is included in S). Hence in place of I’(. / s, U) we can consider a 
densityp(t 1 s, u). The functions c(s, U) and ~(t 1 s, U) will be assumed continu- 
ous functions of (s, U) in the domain of their definitions 
Q = {(s, u) / s E S, u E G(s)}. 
A subprocess is defined as above. The following problem is an analog of 
(7)-(10) (cf. [17]): 
Find a probabilistic measure p on Q with u-algebra B(S) x B(U) (B(A) is 
o-algebra of Bore1 sets in A) which satisfies the condition 
for every B E B(S’) and maximizes 
E,,c(s, 4. (31) 
Theorem 1 now takes the following form. 
THEOREM 1'. There exists a closed set T C S’, a measurable mapping 
q: T - U and a probabilistic measure p such that 
(1) q(s) E G(s) for each s E T, 
(2) p(B) = ST P(B I s, q(s)) d,%(s) for each measurable B C T, 
(3) the measure 
A-4) = k-us I (s, 4(s)) E 4 
is an optimal solution of problem (30)-(31). 
The proof is a rather simple demonstration of the existence of the optimal 
solution p0 of problem (30)-(31), application of the measurable choice theo- 
rem for a construction of a measurable mapping in its support (see survey [I]) 
and application of Doeblin’s theorem [9] for Markov process P(. 1 s, g(s)). 
With a notation y(S’) for the maximum (31) we have a condition of solva- 
bility for the equation 
f(s) = u~g$(4s~ 4 + J%.ls.u)f (t)), (5’) 
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which strictly coincides with the condition of Theorem 2. The proofs are 
also very similar with necessary changes only in using the solvability theo- 
rems for the systems of inequalities. 
Under our assumptions of absolute continuity of transition probabilities 
and of boundnes of densities the formulation of Theorem 3 holds except for 
polyhedrality of the set. Its dimension m is bounded through the maximum of 
densities ~(t 1 S, u). 
The proof of this theorem contains rather natural technical differences. 
The detailed proofs of this section will be published separately. 
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